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Introduction: The MESSENGER mission to Mer-

cury offers the first opportunity for direct measure-

ments of low-energy ions in Mercury’s magnetosphere. 

We present observations by the Fast Imaging Plasma 

Spectrometer (FIPS), which is part of the Energetic 

Particle and Plasma Spectrometer (EPPS) instrument 

[1,2]. These first observations characterized Mercury’s 

heliospheric environment, its magnetosphere, and, po-

tentially, pick-up ion components originating from 

surface sputtering and atmospheric processes [3]. We 

focus on the observations of the sputtered component, 

to analyze the processes responsible for the violent 

interaction of the heliospheric environment with Mer-

cury. We then place these observations in the context 

of predictions of Mercury’s exosphere from magneto-

hydrodynamic and other models [4,5]. 

Observations:  During its two 2008 Mercury fly-

bys, MESSENGER provided unique insights and nu-

merous “firsts” that have already transformed our un-

derstanding of Mercury. Prior to these encounters, the 

planet Mercury was visited three times in 1974-75 by 

Mariner 10. The observations yielded irrefutable evi-

dence for an internal magnetic field and for magneto-

spheric activity that was discovered using magnetic 

field and high-energy particle measurements [6], but 

no measurements of the ionized exosphere were avail-

able. Thus, the FIPS measurements on MESSENGER 

provided novel and unprecedented contributions to 

many of the scientific discussions that have been ongo-

ing for over 30 years. FIPS measures ions from 100 

eV/e to 14 keV/e with a time resolution of up to 8 s. 

During a measurement interval, FIPS detects individ-

ual ions within the mass range 1-60 amu that enter its 

unique, 1.4- -sr field of view. These observations oc-

cur during the entire Mercury encounter, to a Mercury 

closest approach distance of 200 km.  

Sources of the Ionized Exosphere: Because of the 

small size of Mercury’s magnetosphere and Mercury’s 

inner heliosphere location, heliospheric interactions 

with Mercury’s surface are more violent than those of 

any other terrestrial planet [7]. These heliospheric in-

teractions are depicted in Fig. 1. Because of insuffi-

cient shielding by Mercury’s magnetic field, solar 

wind components can directly interact with Mercury’s 

surface [4]. These collisional interactions result in ion 

sputtering and chemical sputtering. Chemical sputter-

ing ensues when the sputtering agent, i.e., solar wind 

ions, undergo chemical interactions with the planetary 

surface. The reaction product is a molecule [8,9]. 

Typically, both interactions result in neutral products, 

which become part of the Mercury environment once 

they undergo ionization, most likely photo-ionization. 

However, a minor fraction of these products can 

sputter directly from the planetary surface, leading to 

     

Fig. 1.  Surface interaction processes leading to ionized exosphere. See text for details. 
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trajectories that are predictable, for a given configura-

tion of the magnetospheric electric and magnetic 

fields. The third contribution to the ionized exosphere 

comes from surface interactions with micrometeoroids. 

Due to the comparatively large orbital velocity of Mer-

cury, and the fact that, because of their electromagnetic 

interactions, small micrometeoroids are expected to be 

omnidirectional, these interactions are much more vio-

lent on Mercury than on the Moon or other planetary 

bodies in the outer solar system. Micrometeorioid im-

pacts lead to small-scale evaporation and possibly 

ionization, in which both the micrometeoroid material 

and surface material are ejected from Mercury’s sur-

face. One of the core questions addressed by the 

MESSENGER data relates to the relative importance 

of these source processes, and particularly the unex-

pected importance of water-group ions and highly 

charged particles in Mercury’s ionized exosphere.  

 
Fig. 2. MESSENGER observations of doubly charged ions, 

compared with equilibrium models for 30,000 K (blue 

dashed), 50,000 K (red) and 75,000 K (blue dotted). 

 

MESSENGER Data: The data obtained by the 

first MESSENGER flyby is documented in Zurbuchen 

et al. [10]. With respect to the composition of the ion-

ized exosphere, the second flyby yielded a qualita-

tively consistent picture. The top panel of Fig. 2 repro-

duces the mass spectrum of the first flyby. First, FIPS 

observed ionized Mg and Na, possibly Al, as well as 

Si, and Fe (not shown in Fig. 2). Ionized He and O 

were also found and are indicative of surface sputter-

ing. Ionized carbon is detected but is unlikely to be 

from the Mercury surface.  Second, FIPS observed 

molecular components, such as water-group ions and 

other molecules. The fluxes of these molecular species 

were as much as ~20% of the flux of ionized Mg and 

Na measured during the two flybys. This suggests that 

chemical sputtering may be a very important source 

process of the ionized exosphere. Third, we have ob-

servations of doubly charged ions (Fig. 2), which are 

indicative of a hot source. In order to determine an 

approximate temperature of the source for these parti-

cles, we performed ionization equilibrium calculations, 

effectively solving for a time-stationary Saha equation, 

using a set of consistent ionization and recombination 

rates [11].  Three equilibrium temperatures are as-

sumed in Fig. 2, and equilibrium distributions are cal-

culated for a series of five atomic species. The best 

consistency with the data is obtained at an electron 

temperature of approximately 50,000 K. The model 

over-predicts O
+
, since it does not include the water-

group ions that would be a source of O
+
 as well and 

were therefore not included as a constraint in the fit. It 

is possible that magnetospheric plasmas are heated to 

that temperature, but the ionization equilibration life-

time is expected to exceed many years, by far exceed-

ing the transport time of ions in Mercury’s exosphere. 

The source process for these doubly charged particles 

remains under investigation, as 50,000 K appears to be 

too large to be associated with micrometeoroid-impact-

generated plasmas.  

Summary:  The 2008 MESSENGER flybys have 

provided novel data on Mercury‘s exosphere. These 

data indicate that surface sputtering, chemical sputter-

ing, and micrometeoroid impact are all important to 

Mercury’s ionized exosphere. All three components 

are comparable in flux, inconsistent with some predic-

tions that have favored ion sputtering as the dominant 

source. The heliospheric environment interacting with 

Mercury, however, has never before been observed 

with the composition resolution that FIPS is providing. 

It is therefore possible that interactions of solar wind 

with the near-dust environment can affect the composi-

tion of the heliospheric plasma, which would also af-

fect exospheric composition.  
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